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Abstract. The paper substantiates a necessity to create maps of snow cover
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1 Introduction
Snow cover is one of the most important climate forming factors. Snow has a particularly
great influence on the climate in the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere where
Belarus is located. It predetermines the pattern of calendar seasons, the annual course of air
temperature as well as weather changes during the day. Much of current research is devoted
to both the study how climate warming influences the characteristics of snow cover and the
study of snow cover as a factor of climate change [1–8, etc.].
Snow cover is a layer of snow on the ground surface that forms as a result of
precipitation. Snow cover also includes ice layers that form on the surface of snow and soil
and melt water accumulating under the snow.
Different countries have their own history of observations over snow cover, for example
[9]. Systematic observations over snow cover in Belarus began in 1891. In the 1930s snow
surveying was introduced in addition to observations conducted with permanent snow
stakes. Observations done with permanent snow stakes registered every day give us an idea
of changes in snow height in winter but they do not show a pattern of its distribution on the
ground [10, 11].
In order to characterize a snow cover over all territory, additional snow surveying is
carried out in two kinds of areas: 1) open (field, meadow, etc.), 2) protected (in the forest
under tree crowns). As a result, we obtain the following data: 1) average values of snow
height, its density and water equivalent in the snow cover; 2) patterns of snow cover
distribution on various kinds of relief and land surface (within a meteorological station); 3)
patterns of changes in snow accumulation and snow melting in time.
The main characteristics of snow cover are its height, density, snow water equivalent
and the degree of snow coverage of the corresponding area. Height and density allow us to
determine water equivalent in the snow cover. They serve as a basis for hydrological
calculations and forecasts, play an important role agricultural decision-making and are also
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widely applied in solving a number of scientific and practical problems. Many researchers
point out certain difficulties in determining snow water equivalent directly at
meteorological stations. They, therefore, propose to apply methods of remote sensing of the
earth [12–14, etc.]. Today, however, in Belarus we can calculate snow water equivalent
with sufficient accuracy only with the help of snow surveys carried out on routes near the
weather stations.

2 Method
The aim of this research is to study and map the characteristics of snow cover recorded at
meteorological stations in Belarus within the representative period of 1944-45–2019-20 and
to assess space-time variability of these characteristics and to forecast their dynamics. The
study object of this work is such characteristics of snow cover as snow height and snow
water equivalent observed at 48 meteorological stations of Belarus within the representative
period mentioned above. The study subject of this work is quantitative assessment of the
snow cover characteristics and patterns of their space-time distribution over the territory of
Belarus.
The methods applied in the research include a space-time analysis of observation data,
analytical calculations, mapping.
Mapping snow cover characteristics is of practical significance to us because the maps
created in this research can supplement the ones already published, like in [15]. They also
can become a basis for creating maps of snow areas [16] which can be applied by engineers
to assign snow load limits to buildings and structures. They are also relevant for
environmental engineers to predict spring floods in rivers, which is an extremely important
issue in Belarus [10, 17].

3 Results and discussion
The initial stage in mapping the characteristics of snow cover is preliminary processing of
observation data with the optimization of the location of control points, their quantity and
quality. The main task is to process and visualize two-dimensional data sets described by
the function z = f (x, y). The logic of work can be represented in the form of three main
functional blocks: a) creation of a digital surface model; b) auxiliary operations with digital
surface models; c) visualization of the surface.
One of the common tasks in mapping is to study how points are distributed on a 2D
surface or map. These points can correspond to the places of taking snow samples,
obtaining observations, etc. The task may be to study the uniformity of the distribution of
observation points, the density of the distribution or to study the relationship of points with
each other. All these questions arise among researchers. Moreover, field observations
related to the analysis of the position of points always lead to these or similar problems.
The developed methodology is applicable directly to the study of natural phenomena.
It is convenient to divide existing schemes of location of points on maps into three
categories: uniform, random and group. Of course, most maps are characterized by patterns
of distribution of points that occupy an intermediate position between the listed extreme
types, and usually the task is to classify the observed pattern to one of these types.
The optimal number of control points should be specifically justified for each mapped
characteristic. If there is a lack of points in the meteorological network, it is necessary to
take into account factors of climate formation and indirect physical and geographical signs,
by introducing a distribution function of the characteristic under study [18]
Mij=f(φj, λj, Hj),
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where Mij is the value of the physical and geographical characteristics at (j)-point, for
(i)-period; φj, λj, are geographic latitude and longitude, respectively; Hj is absolute elevation
of the earth's surface.
Optimization of control points is based on minimizing errors resulting from the
construction of certain maps. A map constructed with insufficient data provides only a
generalized representation of information.
The assessment of representativeness of the spatial location of observation points can be
performed using the criterion (χ2). In this case, the study area is divided into a certain
number of areas containing control points. The sizes of the areas are determined based on
the premise of combining the studied characteristics into space-time fields, approximated
by spatial correlation functions. Within the selected areas (regions), estimates of
representativeness are usually carried out under the assumption that the optimal distance
(step) between meteorological stations is 20 km. With the existing density of the
meteorological network in local areas (20x20 km), there may be no weather stations at all.
On this basis, the boundaries of the isocorrelate fields of the studied characteristics can be
used as the boundaries of the regions [10]. The criterion (χ 2) is theoretically independent of
the shape and orientation of the regions in space. If the existing meteorological stations are
located evenly over the territory, then each selected area will contain an equal number of
points. The obtained values (χ2) are compared with the critical ones, and appropriate
conclusions about the representativeness of the spatial location of the observation points are
made. This conclusion concerns only the uniformity of the distribution of points over areas
of a certain size. It is quite possible that there is a variant of the size of the square
(especially if it is smaller than the chosen one), in which the hypothesis of uniformity will
be rejected.
The choice of a rational method for mapping the characteristics of the snow cover is
based on the following factors: individual characteristics of the object (phenomenon,
information), its location, structure; tasks of mapping information; content and type of
initial data, methods of their processing, etc.
The most widely known methods of cartographic display of information: icons, line
signs, areas, high-quality background, isolines, carto diagrams, cartograms.
Taking into account the above and the fact that maps of snow cover characteristics are
intended not only for a general qualitative assessment of the current situation in specific
territories but also as a source of quantitative information for researchers and designers, the
main method of creating maps is that of isolines and high-quality background. Map created
in isolines allow for quick and quite accurate assessment of the meteorological situation in
the area where projects of various purposes are designed. They also help to prepare initial
data for engineering calculations which are declared by the regulatory and technical
documents of the Republic of Belarus but which often lack a basic database. Using the
method of high-quality background allows visualizing information even more [15, 18].
The adopted method of mapping should provide a uniquely accurate representation of
data at a control point, be continuous within the mapping area. Autocorrelation is assumed
at a distance bigger than the average distance between control points. Autocorrelation
indicates that the values at adjacent points are closely related. This is confirmed by the
performed studies of snowfall synchronicity. In this study we determined some regions that
include a certain number of control points [10].
To construct a map it is necessary to prepare a mathematical surface which is divided
into square cells that cover the mapped area completely. The smaller the cell, the higher the
resolution of the card will be. The task of surface preparation is to determine the values of
the studied indicators at the nodes of the adopted grid according to the data of nearby
control points. Contours are drawn not from the data of the control points of observation
but from the calculated values in the nodes of the network. If the mapped area is divided
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into large cells then with a smooth slope of the surface, there may be a displacement of
individual isolines from the control points with which it should be consistent (the passage
of the isoline on the wrong side of the control point).
The majority of known methods for constructing maps in contours evaluate values from
nearby control points. In this case, when building a map on a prepared mathematical
surface, most of the interpolation nodes will lie in the interval between the values of the
control points. The values at the nodes that are outside the control points are obtained by
extrapolation and will be close in magnitude to the values of the extreme observation
points. The control points in relation to the network node are weighted, and the weights are
set depending on their distance from each other. The sum of the weights of the control
points of one node is equal to one. In this regard, it is possible to establish the most distant
control point from the node of the regular network participating in the assessment. The
weighting function of the inverse values of the squares of the distances is scaled, the values
taken by it are within 0≤w≤1. This process is written in the form [18]


D
w  1 
 D max
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(2)

where D is the distance to the estimated point; D max is the distance to the most distant
point.
A reliable criterion for the correctness of the chosen method is the form of isolines,
which shows how accurately the adopted mathematical model describes the control points.
It is statistically impossible to establish which method of contouring is more reliable. The
decision is made in each specific case, depending on the type of mapped characteristics, the
quality of the initial data, their density and the uniformity of the spatial distribution. The
main purpose of building a map in contours is to ensure the maximum correspondence of
the initial data to the values set by the map.
The most promising, in our opinion, are the following methods for constructing contour
maps: that of inverse distances, Kriging, minimal curvature, radial basis functions, Shepard,
triangulation. We use all of them but we justify the most acceptable method on the results
of map comparison.
When mapping the characteristics of the snow cover on the territory of Belarus, we used
a sample of experimental meteorological data at 48 empirical points with distances between
them from 48 to 585 km. The degree of spatial continuity of a regionalized variable is
expressed by a variogram. If there is data in a scattered set of points and a known
variogram form, an independent surface value is estimated at any point not belonging to the
sample (Z).
We substantiated Kriging method as the most appropriate for mapping the
characteristics of snow cover in isolines because it has optimal statistical properties
(measuring the error or uncertainty of the surface depicted by isolines, using a variogram to
find the optimal set of weights, estimating the surface at points other than empirical, as a
function of distance and weight, varying according to the geographical location of the
observation points for the components of the snow cover).
Maps constructed with the use of Kriging method are characteristic of a statistically
stationary variable. In fact, in natural processes, it is customary to single out the trend
component, in which the calculated values will be systematically underestimated or
overestimated which depends on the actual location of observation points for the
characteristics of the snow cover and the direction of the trend plane. In this case, the nonstationary regionalized variable is considered as having two components. The trend is the
average or expected value of a regionalized variable within an area and it changes slowly,
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characterizing a non-stationary part of the surface. The remainder is the difference between
the actual change and the trend. If the trend is removed from the regionalized nonstationary variable, then the residuals become stationary and Kriging method can be applied
to them. In this case, Kriging consists of the following procedures:
- identification of the trend component and its removal;
- carrying out Kriging for the obtained residues at points outside the limits of
instrumental observations;
- grouping of the obtained residuals with trend components and obtaining the true
surface.
We have widely used mapping methods adapted to the research tasks in the spatial
generalization of the main characteristics of the snow cover [19]. Fig. 1a shows a map of
the distribution of the maximum water equivalent in snow (mm) on the territory of Belarus,
constructed by using Kriging method. Map (Fig. 1a) characterizes the absolute maximums
in the formation of snow water equivalent over a long-term period (1944-45 –2019-20).
As can be seen from the map (Fig. 1a), the largest snow water equivalent is confined to
the northeastern (Vitebsk, Orsha region), northwestern (Lyntupy) and central (Novogrudok,
Berezino) parts of the territory of Belarus. Here, a significant contribution to the snow
water equivalent is the height of the terrain as a regional factor (Minsk, Novogrudok,
Oshmyany uplands). The smallest snow water equivalent is inherent in the southwest
(Brest, Lelchitsy) and northwest (Sharkovshchina, Senno) of the territory of Belarus. The
averaged values of the identified maximum values characterize the most typical pattern of
forming snow water equivalent in the study area (Fig. 1b). In fig. 1b, there is a similar
confinement of the corresponding average maximum values of snow water equivalent
(north-western, north-eastern and central parts of Belarus). However, Fig. 1b shows
smoother isolines and an increase in snow reserves in the southwest - northeast direction.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Distribution of maximum snow water equivalent in Belarus, mm: a - maximum, b - average
maximum.

It is known that the water equivalent in snow as the main factor of spring floods and a
determiner for snow loads imposed on buildings and structures is predetermined by the
height of snow cover and its density. Moreover, these parameters are used in conjunction.
There are different ratios of density and height of snow in nature, most often there is a shift
of the peaks in time by 1-2 decades. The period with the maximum depth of snow cover
begins earlier, and then, when the snow melts (in spring and during thaws in the cold
period), its thickness decreases but its density increases. The highest snow water equivalent
is observed when the values of snow cover thickness and its density are maximum. In this
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regard, it is necessary to analyse the maximum heights of snow cover and maximum
densities.
Fig. 2a shows the maximum snow depth (cm) obtained from snow survey data in the
field for the representative period. Fig. 2b characterizes the averaged maximum snow depth
for the observation period of 1944-45 - 2019-20. The information presented in fig. 2a and
2b, corresponds to the previously made conclusions about the mechanisms of forming
maximum water equivalent in snow. The maximum heights of the snow cover are
characteristic of the highlands, their leeward slopes, in particular. They are determined by
the global moisture transfer. However, there is also a random component here.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of snow cover depth in Belarus, cm: a - maximum, b - average maximum.

At the same time, the averaged maximum values of snow cover heights have a vivid
latitudinal orientation on the territory of Belarus. They correlate with the temperature and
wind regime of this area which depends on the radiation characteristics of Belarus’ climate
and turbulent heat transfer of the surface atmosphere, which affect the processes of snow
melting and evaporation in the southern regions of Belarus. Southern winds prevail on the
territory of Belarus in winter.
Forecasting the characteristics of the snow cover can be carried out by identifying trend
components, assessing their space-time variability [19–22, etc.]. Snow water equivalent is
the main contributor to spring flooding on Belarus’ rivers and forming snow loads on
structures and buildings. Therefore, its prediction plays an important role. To assess
changes in the characteristics of snow cover, we used linear trends for 48 meteorological
stations for the entire observation period, starting from 1944-45. The results for the regional
centers of Belarus are shown in Table 1, where t is the ordinal number of the year.
As the result of analytical assessment of the curves of moving five-year averages of the
maximum and average values of snow water equivalent, snow height, and snow density at
48 meteorological stations in Belarus, we determined regions with positive and negative
trends.
Over most of Belarus, there is a tendency for snow water equivalent to decrease by 4-8
mm in 10 years. An increase in snow water equivalent is typical for the catchments of the
Western Bug, Pripyat, Berezina, and Dnieper rivers (Fig. 3).
Table 1. Linear trends in snow cover characteristics.
Meteorological
station
Minsk

Maximum snow water equivalent, mm

Snow height, cm

Q = –0,4t + 87,4

h = –0,026t + 29,88
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Q = –0,103t + 47,06
Q = –0,261t + 77,97
Q = 0,072t + 33,5
Q = 0,113t + 48,01
Q = 0,136t + 74,32

h = –0,020t + 19,06
h = 0,005t + 26,89
h = 0,047t + 13,54
h = 0,110t + 17,57
h = 0,082t + 25,89

The map in Fig. 3 shows that the area in the southwest with a positive trend includes
Brest, Vysokoe, Pinsk, Volkovysk. The exception is Pruzhany, where the trend is
practically unchanged throughout the study period. In the south-east of Belarus, the borders
of the area where water equivalent in snow is also increasing include Bragin, Mozyr,
Vasilevichi, Gomel, Zhlobin, Bobruisk, Klichev, Berezino. In the northeast, Gorki and
Vitebsk also have a positive trend. The rest of the territory of Belarus has a negative trend,
i.e. snow water equivalent is decreasing. The exception is Stolbtsy where the trend is
positive.

Fig.3. Transformation of maximum values of snow water equivalent in Belarus.

Fig. 4 shows the map of zoning the territory of the Republic of Belarus according to the
trends in maximum values of snow cover height.
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Fig.4. Transformation of maximum values of snow cover height in Belarus.

The map in Fig. 4 shows that snow cover height decreases (negative trend) in the central
(Minsk, Maryina Gorka) and north-western part of Belarus (Grodno, Lida, Novogrudok,
Lyntupy). However, over most of Belarus (60%), there is a slight increase in the depth of
the snow cover. The density of snow cover decreases slightly throughout the study area,
which is associated with current climatic changes. Thus, an important task is to determine
causes of the current changes, where the leading role belongs to the planetary ones
associated with the global climate warming. In this regard, it makes sense to do a joint
analysis of snow accumulation with the temperature regime of the area.

4 Conclusion
Mapping the characteristics of snow cover allows us to forecast changes in snow water
equivalent, as the main contributor to spring floods in Belarus. To create the maps we used
data from meteorological stations together with the results of remote sensing of the earth.
The constructed maps with the data about snow water equivalent and snow height at the
beginning of flooding make it possible to determine areas in Belarus which are prone to
spring flooding. The set of maps presented above is based on the use of representative,
appropriately prepared, meteorological observation data analysed and studied in terms of
the identified independent structures of space-time fields. However, the main function was
assigned to the factor of synchronicity of solid atmospheric precipitation in the cold period.
The revealed patterns of spatial distribution of maximum and average maximum density
and height of snow cover, the outline of the isolines and the peculiarities of their spatial
confinement were used to map the maximum and average maximum snow water
equivalent. The proposed set of interconnected contour maps should serve as a basis for
zoning the territory of Belarus according to the changes in snow reserves. The maps can
also be used to assign snow load limits in the design of various construction projects.
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